Abstract-Quantification of the age-and gender-specific in vivo mechanical characteristics of the ascending aorta (AA) will allow for identification of abnormalities aside from changes brought on by aging alone. Multiphase clinical CT scans of 45 male patients between the ages of 30 and 79 years were analyzed to assess age-dependent in vivo AA characteristics. The three-dimensional AA geometry for each patient was reconstructed from the CT scans for 9-10 phases throughout the cardiac cycle. The AA circumference was measured during each phase and was used to determine the corresponding diameter, circumferential strain, and wall tension at each phase. The pressure-strain modulus was also determined for each patient. The mean diastolic AA diameter was significantly smaller among young (42.6 ± 5.2 years) at 29.9 ± 2.8 mm than old patients (69.0 ± 5.2 years) at 33.2 ± 3.2 mm. The circumferential AA strain from enddiastole to peak-systole decreased from 0.092 ± 0.03 in young to 0.056 ± 0.03 in old patients. The pressure-strain modulus increased two-fold from 68.4 ± 30.5 kPa in young to 162.0 ± 93.5 kPa in old patients, and the systolic AA wall tension increased from 268.5 ± 31.3 kPa in young to 304.9 ± 49.2 kPa in old patients. The AA dilates and stiffens with aging which increases the vessel wall tension, likely predisposing aneurysm and dissection.
INTRODUCTION
An understanding of the ascending aorta (AA) in vivo mechanics is important for diagnostic and preoperative evaluation. There is growing evidence that arterial stiffening is both a marker and predictor of cardiovascular disease. For instance, decreased aortic distensibility or increased stiffness may be correlated to atherosclerosis and hypertension. 14, 30 However, it is well accepted that the arteries also stiffen with age, and stiffness differences between male and female patients have been reported, where young female patients tend to have more compliant arteries, and older females have stiffer arteries than age-matched males. 46, 48 Thus, establishing the age-specific, gender-specific AA tissue characteristics will allow for identification of abnormalities aside from changes brought on by aging and gender alone. Such information becomes even more important in the current era, as mechanical evaluation of the diseased aorta is becoming part of clinical practice. 13, 27, 45 Prior investigations have assessed the effects of aging on the ascending aorta properties using in vivo imaging data. 2, 4, 5, 7, 8, 16, 18, 20, 28, [31] [32] [33] 38, 40, 41, 43, 44, 50, 52 The consistent finding in all studies is that the AA is indeed changing over time, with marked dilation (as well as elongation) and stiffening, which O'Rourke and Hashimoto 35 attribute to the fatigue of the non-living components of the tissue. Measurement accuracy is one of critical issues for the quantification of AA mechanical characteristics. The aorta is not oriented perfectly axial, and measuring the AA diameter from a stack of 2D axial computed tomography (CT) scans 28, 39, 41, 52 may yield inaccurate results. 12 Hager et al. 18 found that by using strictly axial plane CT images to measure the AA, the AA diameter can be overestimated by as much as 21%. Moreover, the AA diameter measurement distinction needs to be made between different phases of the cardiac cycle. The relative change in aortic cross-sectional area throughout the cardiac cycle may be as high as 50% in young patients. 51 Finally, the sample size should be relatively large 32, 40 and due to the known aortic size difference between male and female, 4, 16, 18, 31, 40, 52 a gender-specific quantification of the AA diameter is necessary.
There have been relatively few engineering studies on the quantification of the detailed AA in vivo mechanical properties. 5, 20, 32, 33, 38, 40, 41, 50 The AA stiffness was indirectly assessed by the pulse wave velocity in Hickson et al., 20 Redheuil et al., 38 and Taviani et al. 44 in 162, 122, and 56 patients, respectively using magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). In Rose et al., 40 Nelson et al., 33 and Chue et al. 5 the distensibility of the ascending aorta was assessed by MRI in 26 (13 male, 13 female), 20, and 224 patients, respectively. While, in Siegel et al., 41 the AA distensibility was assessed based on diameter measurements made from axial CT slices in 293 patients. In each case, the distensibility was shown to be negatively correlated with age. 5, 33, 40, 41 In Morrison et al. 32 the AA cyclic strain was measured in the circumferential and longitudinal directions in 14 patients from CT data, and in Wedding et al. 50 the relative thoracic aortic strain was measured in 4 patients from MRI data. Due to the relatively low spatial resolution of MRI, and the small sample sizes of past CT studies, there remains a need to perform a more rigorous study to establish the age-and genderspecific AA stiffness norms.
Our aim in this study was to investigate the agedependent in vivo mechanics of the AA in males with multi-phase CT scans. By analyzing images taken at different time points, the AA mechanical characteristics, such as circumferential strain, pressure-strain modulus and wall tension under physiological loading conditions, were quantified and analyzed.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Patient Selection
A total of 45 male patients referred to Hartford Hospital Cardiac Lab for multiphase cardiac CT imaging were studied. The study population was limited to male patients to isolate the effects of aging from possible gender-based differences on the AA properties. All patients underwent CT scans because of suspected coronary artery disease, but presented with no known aortopathies, e.g., aortic dilation, dissection, Marfan syndrome, bicuspid aortic valve, etc. The exam images were retrospectively analyzed in this study. The CT examination was performed on a GE LightSpeed 64-channel volume computed tomography scanner. A collimation of 25-30 9 0.625 mm and a rotation time of 375 ms were used, resulting in a temporal resolution of less than 200 ms between scans (phases). Typically 10 phases can be obtained for each cardiac cycle depending on the heart rate and pitch. There were approximately 100-150 axial CT images with thickness of 0.625 mm, containing the aortic geometry from the aortic valve to the ascending aorta for each phase. 49 Institutional Review Board approval to review these de-identified images was obtained.
Clinical data, including the age, diastolic and systolic blood pressures measured by brachial sphygmomanometer, and known cardiovascular risk factors, were obtained for each of the patients. To study the effect of age, patients were selected from five age groups: 30-39 year olds, 40-49 year olds, 50-59 year olds, 60-69 year olds, and 70-79 year olds. Because the number of younger patients was limited, only 5 patients were analyzed for the 30-39 year old group. All other groups consisted of 10 patients. The patient clinical data is summarized in Table 1 .
3D Ascending Aorta Reconstruction
The 3D AA and aortic root geometry was reconstructed for each patient for each of the phases using Avizo 6.3 software (Burlington, MA). Figure 1a shows a representative axial CT slice of the aortic valve. The AA and aortic root were segmented semi-automatically in Avizo by adjusting the pixel intensity thresholds to isolate the AA geometry from the neighboring tissues (Figs. 1b and 1c) .
Analysis of In Vivo Tension and Strain State
Following the 3D reconstruction, the AA surface geometry for each phase was imported into Altair HyperMesh 11.0 (Altair Engineering Inc, MI) for subsequent analysis. Figure 1d displays the overlaid AA and aortic root geometry for one representative patient, where each color represents the geometry during a single phase. Cardiac movement was evident from the small displacement of the coronary arteries. The measurement plane was then created in the ascending aorta at the level of the right pulmonary artery by bisecting the overlaid geometries from each phase orthogonal to the direction of flow. From Figs. 1e and 1f it can be clearly seen that manipulation of the 3D geometries, such as overlapping and dissecting using engineering software, facilitates the accurate measurement of AA dimensions. The AA circumference for each phase was obtained by measuring a closed smooth curve generated from multiple points selected around the AA circumference (Fig. 1g) .
The circumferential aortic strain, e, was defined as the ratio of the change in aortic circumference with respect to the aortic circumference at end-diastole, 32 e i = (C i 2 C dias )/C dias , where C i is the AA circumfer-ence for phase i, while C dias is for diastole. The use of circumference in the strain calculation, rather than diameter, eliminates the assumption of a circular crosssection. 32 The diastolic and systolic blood pressures were obtained for each patient. The CT images corresponding to the intermediate phases were assumed to 
*MI = myocardial infarction, CAD = coronary artery disease, Family history refers to family history of cardiovascular disease. be taken at equal CT scan time intervals. The AA pressure waveform 24 between peak-systole and enddiastole was assumed to be the same for each patient. The pressure-strain modulus, 21, 26, 37 PS mod , was then calculated as a measure of the physiological AA stiffness by, PS mod = (C dias (P sys 2 P dias ))/(C sys 2 C dias ), where P sys and P dias are the systolic and diastolic pressures. The PS mod is an attractive metric because it can be easily calculated from non-invasive clinical measurements. As in other studies, 11, 15, 23, 25 we assumed that a small segment of the AA can be treated as a thin-walled cylinder and thus the Laplace equation can be used to assess wall stresses. The Laplace equation, r = (PR)/t, expresses the stress, r, along the circumference of a cylindrical pressure vessel as a function of the luminal pressure, P, the vessel radius, R, and the wall thickness, t. Because the AA wall thickness could not be discerned from the imaging data, the circumferential AA wall tension, T, was calculated for each phase, T i = (P i D i )/2, where P i is the associated pressure and D i is the AA diameter for phase i determined from the measured circumference
Statistical Analysis
The linear correlation between the AA mechanical characteristics, i.e., systolic circumferential strain, mean AA diameter, systolic wall tension, and pressure-strain modulus, vs. the patient ages were tested using SigmaPlot 11.0 (San Jose, CA) via the Pearson Product Moment correlation test. One-way ANOVA and rank-sum tests were used to compare the mean values between age groups using Minitab 16 (State College, PA). In all cases, p values less than 0.05 were considered to indicate a significant difference between the means. In the proceeding sections, all results are presented as the mean value ± the standard deviation. Figure 2 shows a significant negative linear correlation between the peak circumferential strain and patient age (Fig. 2a) , as well as significant positive linear correlations between the mean AA diameter, systolic wall tension, and pressure-strain modulus and the patient age (Figs. 2b-2d) . The most statistically significant correlation was between strain and age with a p-value of 0.0006. The results of the linear correlation tests are given in Fig. 2 , where y is the dependent measured variable and x is the patient age.
RESULTS
Analysis of In Vivo AA Characteristics
Comparison Between Age Groups
The mean peak strains were significantly higher in the 30-39 and 40-49 groups at 0.088 ± 0.018 and 0.087 ± 0.039, than in the 60-69 group at 0.051 ± 0.026, with p-values of 0.009 and 0.027, respectively, as well as in the 70-79 group at 0.052 ± 0.022, with p-values of 0.003 and 0.018. There was essentially no difference in (Fig. 3a) . There was no significant difference between the 30-49 and 50-59 year old groups, or between the 50-59 and 60-79 year old groups; however, the mean peak strain was consistently larger in the younger patients.
The mean diastolic diameter was significantly smaller among the young patients (30-49 years) at 29.9 ± 2.8 mm than the old patients (60-79 years) at 33.2 ± 3.2 mm (p = 0.003). The difference between the mean diastolic diameter in young patients compared to that of the middle-aged (50-59 years) patients at 32.4 ± 3.8 mm was approaching statistical significance (p = 0.062). There was no difference in the mean diastolic diameters between the middle-aged and old groups (p = 0.542). The same trends were observed while comparing the mean systolic diameters between the groups; however the differences between the means were less drastic. The mean systolic diameter of the young patients (32.5 ± 2.5 mm) was smaller than that of the middle-aged patients (34.7 ± 3.2 mm) although not significantly (p = 0.067) and of the old patients (35.1 ± 3.3 mm) at statistical significance (p = 0.017). Again, there was no difference between the mean systolic diameters of the middle-aged and old groups (p = 0.783).
The in vivo AA pressure-diameter and tensionstrain responses were evaluated for each patient group. Figure 3b shows that the pressure-diameter response is clearly shifted to the right with age, indicating larger diameters at each phase. This figure also shows that end-diastolic pressures were lower and peak-systolic pressures were higher for the older patients although not significantly. Moreover, the pressure-diameter response represented the AA structural compliance. The figure demonstrated steeper curves with aging indicating increased stiffness.
The mean tension-strain responses for each group in Fig. 4 show that the tissue modulus increased with age, and suggest that while the diastolic tension remains relatively constant throughout life, the systolic wall tension is higher in the middle-aged (303.0 ± 48.5 kPa) and old (304.9 ± 49.2 kPa) patient groups com- pared to the young (268.5 ± 31.3 kPa) patient group with p-values of 0.041 and 0.017, respectively.
The mean pressure-strain modulus was compared between patient age groups (Fig. 5a) . The mean pressure-strain modulus for the young patients was significantly less than that of both the middle-aged (p = 0.018) and old patients (p < 0.001). The mean pressure-strain modulus of the middle-aged patients group was also less than that of the old patients group, although not significantly (p = 0.276). Figure 5b shows that the pressure-strain modulus was also found to be significantly lower among normotensive patients of all ages as compared to the hypertensive patients (p = 0.002).
DISCUSSION
Ascending Aorta Age-Related Changes
Overall, the age-dependent trends observed in this study for the ascending aorta are in line with findings from other studies on the in vivo mechanics of the abdominal 1, 3, 14, 17, 20, 26, 44 and descending aorta 17, 20, 44 as well as the aortic arch. 20 The aortic tissue stiffness was shown to increase with aging; however the degree of aortic stiffening may differ along the length of the aorta. 17, 20, 44 The mean AA diameter measurement for all of our patients (i.e., non-age -phase specific) was 33.0 ± 3.3 mm, which is similar to the mean AA diameters measured by CT as reported in 18 (32.0 ± 4.2 mm), 32 (~32 mm), 8 (32 ± 3 mm), 28 (33.6 ± 4.1 mm), 4 (32 ± 4 mm), and 52 (33.5 ± 3.6 mm). In addition, the AA diameter in this study was positively correlated with the patient age, as reported by other studies. 2, 4, 8, 16, 18, 20, 32, 40, 52 According to the linear regression presented in Fig. 2b , the mean AA diameter dilates 0.12 cm per decade, whereas the corresponding value reported for male patients is 0.15 cm per decade in Craiem et al., 8 and 0.1 cm per decade in Aronberg et al.
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The mean circumferential strain between diastole and systole for our young group (42.6 ± 5.3 years) was 0.092 ± 0.03 and for our old group (68.9 ± 5.2 years) was 0.056 ± 0.03. Morrison et al. 32 reported a similar value of 0.103 ± 0.038 for young patients (41 years), and a much smaller value of 0.026 ± 0.012 for old patients (68 years). The difference between our results and those of Morrison et al. 32 may be due to their inclusion of both male and female patients (5 men and 2 women), and relatively small sample sizes (n = 7 for both young and old groups). Although not quantified here, similar age-related changes to the female AA mechanical properties are expected. Waddell et al. 48 suggest that age-related arterial stiffening in women is even more pronounced than in men. Young women tend to have lower, while older women have higher, arterial stiffness than age-matched men, 48 which may explain the more extreme strain values measured in Morrison et al. 32 Overall, the AA mechanics seem to go through a transition period during a patient's fifties, when mechanical properties start to decline. There were no significant differences between the 30-39 year old and 40-49 year old groups; however, the AA diameter was larger, the circumferential strain was smaller, and the pressure-strain modulus was larger in the 50-59 year old patients than in patients under 50 years. By the age of 60 years, the AA properties had further declined. However, beyond 60 years the AA properties declined only slightly, with no significant differences between the 60-69 year old and 70-79 year old groups. Incidentally, 60 years is the approximate onset age for thoracic aortic aneurysm. 9 Given that reduced elasticity is also characteristic of the dilated aorta, 42 the reduced compliance of the AA beyond age 60 years may predispose dilation.
Possible Mechanisms of Age Related Changes
In the ascending aorta, the collagen and elastin fibers are wavy in young patients, and it has been hypothesized that they become straightened out 53 and more aligned 19 over time contributing to higher stiffness. In one of our prior studies, 29 the histology of aged (~90 years) human ascending aorta samples were studied and the collagen and elastin fibers were nearly straight. 29 Collagen fiber un-crimping and elastin fiber fracture may explain the concurrent positive correlations observed in this study between diameter and age, as well as pressure-strain modulus vs. age. The slightly larger and more significant increase in diastolic diameter per year (0.13 mm, p = 0.0014) compared to the systolic diameter (0.10 mm, p = 0.0081) also suggests collagen fiber straightening and elastin fiber fracture, because these changes would be realized by significant dilation of the diastolic diameter with little change to the systolic diameter, due to the concurrent reduction in elasticity.
As the aging aorta dilates and stiffens, the systolic pressure may increase and the diastolic pressure may decrease, 22 which were both observed in this study (Fig. 4b) . We also observed that on average, patients with hypertension have an AA pressure-strain modulus which is over twice that of normotensive patients (Fig. 5b) . Ganten et al.
14 suggest that increased arterial stiffness may be both the cause and the effect of the concurrent increase in hypertension amongst aging patients. A recent study by Craiem et al., 7 shows that the mean AA diameter in age-and gender-matched individuals is also higher in hypertensive patients compared to normotensive patients. Regardless of the cause, the increase in systolic blood pressure and dilation of the AA will increase the AA wall tension, which may render older patients more susceptible to aneurysm formation and dissection. O'Rourke et al. 36 also attributes arteriosclerotic changes in the microvasculature of the end organs (e.g., heart, kidneys, brain, etc.) to increased aortic stiffness.
Limitations
The aorta moves during the cardiac cycle, so it was difficult to measure the strain at the exact same location of the aorta in each phase. Others have adopted a local reference frame defined by anatomical markers to avoid this problem 32 ; however, using 3D reconstruction of AA geometries and overlaying the geometries at different phases offers a good approximation of using the same measurement location, with little post-processing required. Furthermore, the 3D reconstruction method utilizes CT data with superior resolution to MRI, and allowed for AA circumference measurements, which eliminated the circular cross-section assumption for the strain calculations. Therefore, we assume the strain measurements presented here, accurately describe the in vivo AA behavior. The mechanical properties in the axial direction were not measured. Morrison et al. 32 measured the length of the aorta along the centerline path from the left coronary artery to the third intercostal artery to measure the axial mechanics, however the imaging data available in our study often did not include the aortic arch; thus, leaving no anatomical markers for consistent length measurements. The AA luminal pressure at diastole and systole were not available in this study, and, were thus, assumed to be equivalent to the corresponding pressure measurements taken by sphygmomanometer at the brachial artery. It has been shown that peripheral blood pressure may overestimate the pressure-strain modulus and wall tension in young patients. 36 Furthermore, the AA pressure waveform for each patient was assumed to follow the same shape although increased tissue stiffness has been shown to amplify pressure spikes in the AA pressure waveform. 34 Therefore, for these reasons, the increase in pressurestrain modulus with aging is likely underestimated in this analysis. The interpretation of our results should consider these limitations. The use of simultaneous pressure recordings with gated CT images would have eliminated the need for this assumption.
Finally, because all of the patients studied were referred for cardiac CT, some displayed cardiovascular risk factors such as hypertension and coronary artery disease. Therefore, this patient sample may have slightly more extreme AA tissue properties than the normal healthy age-matched patient population. However, because the clinical characteristics are similar for each group, the gender-specific, age-based comparison is valid.
CONCLUSIONS
In this study, the 3D AA geometry at multiple phases throughout the cardiac cycle was reconstructed for 45 male patients between the ages of 30 and 79 years. From the reconstructed geometries, the AA circumference, diameter, and strain were measured, and the pressure-strain modulus and physiological tension-strain response were determined. This study resulted in valuable information on AA mechanical characteristics which add to our understanding of aortic mechanics. To summarize, our key findings are as follows:
The mean ascending aorta diameter increases by 0.12 cm per decade.
The ascending aorta expands by 9.2% between diastole and systole in young male patients, and this value decreases with age to about 5.6% in old male patients.
Ascending aortic mechanics deteriorate with aging, i.e., diameter increases, systolic expansion decreases, and pressure-strain modulus increases.
These changes all lead to increased wall tension with age, likely predisposing to aneurysm and dissection. In the future, these methods will be implemented to assess AA mechanics in female patients, who undergo even more pronounced AA mechanical changes with aging, and are more likely to experience AA dissection and rupture than men. 6, 9, 10, 47 
